Earth Care: a creative workshop – with supplementary activities
Aim: to engage people in a creative process to deepen their feelings of care and concern for the Earth and create
optimism and hope for a lifestyle change
Duration: half day to include tea break
Suitable for: training, team building or stand alone workshops
Materials:
Small blank cards - art card or thick paper - (credit card size is ideal) One blank art card is required for each
activity.
A1/Flipchart paper + pens (optional)
Soft pastels or colouring pencils
Pens
Pencils

Icebreakers
Duration 5-15 min.
If the participants are meeting for the first time, are unfamiliar with western workshop style, or are working in a
second or other language, it may be helpful to start the workshop with an icebreaker or full group creative
discussion.
Here are some suggestions:
1) Display attractive pictures of Earth on the room walls exhibition style. Each picture should be
numbered or labelled so it can be easily described. Ask participants to select three pictures they would
include in an exhibition entitled: Our Beautiful World or Our Spectacular Planet, then explain their
choices to a partner or small group.
2) Ask participants why they chose to attend this workshop and what they hope to take from it.
3) If it’s possible to contact participants in advance and they have access to resources, ask participants to
bring in pictures to show why there is a need for Earth Care workshops.
4) For more lively interaction, ask: “If you were an animal what would you be?” Then either:
a) “Explain your choice stating the qualities of the animal that attract you.” (in pairs, a small
group or with the whole group - depending on time available and comfort level of
participants) or
b) “Write the name of the animal on paper. Walk around the room holding the paper in front
of you. Make a group with others who have made a similar choice in terms of species or
qualities/ values reflected by the animal,” or
c) “Move around the room miming the animal (no sounds!) with the aim of standing with
other people who have chosen the same species. Discuss the reason for your choice with
your group.”

Activity 1 - Vision of a Better World
Duration 40-50 min.
In this activity participants are invited to reflect on what it would be like if everyone were to live and interact
with respect and care for Earth.

Introduction 1- Guided Visualisation
Participants should sit in a relaxed manner. The group is briefed: “Imagine a world where people live in
constant harmony with nature. What would that look like, feel like, sound like? I am going to speak a few
words to guide your thoughts to explore such a world - a world where the highest ideals are natural to all
aspects of life and the earth and all its peoples are treated with the greatest care. Let your imagination
wander through this world, what would you see, hear or feel?”

Soft music can be played and this text (or something similar) read slowly. Pause for 30 seconds to one minute
to allow answers to emerge to each question, and let the music continue for 2-3 minutes at the end.
“On the screen of your mind, picture a beautiful place in nature. It may be a place that you know well, a
place you have visited or a place you create for this exercise. What can you see? What is nature like? How is
the flora and fauna? What sounds can you hear? How about the people in this place... What are they doing?
How are they interacting with each other and with their environment? What are they feeling?”
Then either:
1. Invite people to share their insights/experiences of a better world. Responses may be recorded on flip
chart or board. or
2. Provide a large sheet of paper, drawing and colouring materials. In groups of 4 or 5, create a poster to
advertise this better world (holiday advertisement style). Encourage participants to use positive
statements. Avoid wording such as “No pollution” that may evoke a negative image.

Introduction 2:
Participants should sit in a relaxed manner. The group is briefed: “Imagine a world where people live in
constant harmony with nature. What would that look like, feel like, sound like? Here’s an extract that might
describe such a place, from "The Dream of a Ridiculous Man" by Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821-1881).”
(See Appendix 1)
Briefing the group: “Take a few minutes to reflect on the world of your dreams – a place where the highest
ideals are natural to all aspects of life and the earth and all its peoples are treated with the greatest care. Let
your imagination wander through this world, what do you see, hear or feel?”
Soft music can be played for 5-10 minutes while people explore this better world. After time to think quietly,
invite participants to jot down a few key thoughts.
Briefing: “Share your thoughts with the person next to you. Take 5 minutes each.”
At the end of this session ask each participant to creatively capture a key aspect of their better world on one of
their three blank art cards – with colour, symbols, or words. This can be done with the soft pastels and pen or
pencil provided.

Activity 2 – The Earth Speaks - We Listen
Duration 30-40 min.
Briefing the group, “Imagine the earth is writing you a letter, telling you how it would like to be treated. What
would the earth say to you? To help access your intuitive side, write the letter with the hand you don’t
normally write with.”
Then ask each member of the group to share their letter with the group.
Briefing: “On the second blank card, make an image or symbol and write a few words or short sentence to
capture the essence of the letter from Earth to you”.

Activity 3 – Being Inspired
Duration 40–50 min.
Divide the participants into groups of three or four people (preferably around a table). Each group should be
given 9-12 blank cards (approx 3 x size of the group).
Each person is asked to fill in up to 3 cards.
Group Briefing: “On each card write a quality you most admire in each of three other people – a work
colleague, a friend, a family member or a character from a novel or film - a personal quality you would like
to use more in your life that would have a great impact in helping the Earth at this time.”

Option 1:

Briefing: “Without telling anyone the quality you have chosen, think about what you would do and how you
would behave if you were living by that quality in a much more powerful way in your life in order to express
greater care for the Earth. Now turn to the person next to you and describe to them what you would do and
how you would behave to show that quality. Let your neighbour try to guess the personal attribute you have
chosen.”
Briefing: “Capture your insights on the last of your three cards given to you at the start of the workshop.
Create a symbol, colours or words to represent your chosen attribute that can help inspire you to live
proactively with greater care for the earth.”

Option 2:
The cards can be pooled on the table (or floor) for each member of the group to look at and discuss their
choices.
Briefing: “Take the last of the three cards given to you at the start of the workshop. Decorate it with a symbol
or words to inspire you to live proactively with greater care for the earth.”
Reflection: Play soft music and read this text (or something similar) allowing time to reflect on each question.
“Take a few moments to reflect on your experience today. Look at what you have drawn or written on your
three cards. First, the key aspects of a better world ... second, the essence of the message from Earth to you
... third, one attribute that could help you live with greater care for the earth. What have you learned about
Earth Care? Is there a small change you can make right now so that your actions reflect greater kindness
and compassion for the earth and the life forms that sustain life? What are the next steps for you today?”

Closing Discussion:
Put the group into pairs and ask them to share:
“How might you personally live with greater Earth Care? Why is this worth doing, even if others around you
don't make the same choices?”
Bring the whole group together and invite people to share their insights with the group.

**********************************************************************************
Appendix 1:
Extract from "The Dream of a Ridiculous Man" by Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821-1881)
Source: http://www.kiosek.com/dostoevsky/library/ridiculousman.txt
“I couldn't believe it! Everything, all around me was exactly like our earth, only somehow brighter, richer, and
somehow more real. The sea lapped the shore, loving it, caressing it, so it seemed. The trees, in all their glory,
waved to me with thousands of shimmering leaves. The birds, beating the air with their soft wings, settled on
my shoulders and hands without fear.
And then, I came to know the people of this other earth. Slowly they emerged from the forest. They came
towards me, pressed around me, and embraced me. And, oh, how beautiful were these children of the sun - their
own sun, that is! I'd never ever seen such beauty in human beings on our earth. Only, perhaps, in very young
children would it be possible to find a remote suggestion of that beauty.
The eyes of these happy people were radiant and their faces were intelligent, expressing the serenity of those
who have supremely fulfilled themselves. But there was also simple, childlike joy in their faces and voices.
When I looked into their eyes I understood everything! This earth hadn't been desecrated by the Fall of Man; its
inhabitants still lived in an earthly paradise. Only here paradise extended over the entire earth.
These people laughed happily, thronged round me, and lavished kindness upon me. They took me to their
homes. Each one of them was anxious to make me happy. They didn't ask any questions, appearing to know
everything already. They were in a hurry to remove the signs of suffering from my features.
I couldn't see how they could know so much, when there was no indication that they had any knowledge of the
achievements of our modern science. I soon realised that their knowledge fed upon much different revelations

than ours; and that their aspirations were quite different. They didn't want anything and were absolutely serene;
they didn't strive to find the meaning of life, because their own lives were full of meaning. They enjoyed life,
and their knowledge was far more profound and deeper than our science. It was mysterious, and I knew I would
never be able to enter the depths of that wisdom.
For example, they pointed at their trees, and I couldn't comprehend the intensity of the love with which they saw
them; it was as if they were communicating with beings like themselves. In fact, I don't think I'd be wrong in
saying that they talked to them! Yes - they'd found the language of the plants, and I'm sure they could
understand them. These people were like that with all nature. The animals lived in peace with them, loved them;
they were subdued, as it were, by love. All of nature was in harmony with them. There was no need to attack
anyone... Oh, how could the people from our earth ever understand this?
The people pointed out stars to me and spoke to me about them. I couldn't understand what they said, but I'm
certain that they had some sort of communication with the stars, a live, direct knowledge of them rather than a
rational, scientific understanding.
Those people never tried to make me understand them. They loved me anyway. And I knew they'd never
understand me; that's why I hardly ever mentioned our earth to them.
They were as playful and gay as children. They strolled through their beautiful woods and meadows singing
their sweet songs, gathering honey and the fragrant fruit of their forests, and sipping the milk of the friendly,
loving animals. Obtaining food and clothing required little effort.
They knew love and begot children, but I never detected among them those outbursts of cruel sensuality that are
so common on our earth, and which is almost the sole source of our sins.
They rejoiced in their new-born children as new sharers of their bliss. They never had any quarrels and were
never jealous of one another; they didn't even understand what jealousy meant. Their children were the children
of all, for they were all one family.
In the evenings, before retiring, they formed magnificent, harmonious choirs, and in their songs they conveyed
all the impressions that the departing day had given them, praising it and bidding it farewell. They praised
nature, earth, sea, and forests.
They composed songs about one another and in them showered childlike praise upon their friends. Their songs
were very simple, but they came straight from the heart and penetrated other hearts. And it wasn't only their
songs - they really spent their whole lives admiring one another, as though they were in love with one another.
Some of their rapturous and solemn songs were completely beyond my understanding. Even when I understood
the words, I couldn't grasp their entire meaning. It was beyond my brainpower. But my heart seemed to soak it
in.
Yes, as they gazed at me with their eyes so full of love, I felt I was becoming as pure and as truthful as they
were, and that it didn't matter whether I understood them or not. A feeling of the fullness of life seized me by the
throat, and I adored them in silence.”

